How to install rear view mirror ford f 150

Replacing the passenger side mirror on a Ford F can seem impossible for a do-it-yourselfer
when examining the mirror itself. Various pieces of trim cover all the fasteners and any wiring
harnesses. However, the job can still be performed in under a few hours with the proper tools,
some basic mechanical aptitude and knowledge of how to get to the mirror mounting hardware.
It is best to make sure the new mirror is an exact replacement before beginning the repair, as
certain mirror models only fit certain model trucks. Open the passenger door and use the
socket set to remove any fasteners you may find in the door panel. They may be under trim
covers, depending on the year and model of the F The trim covers can be removed using the
pocket screwdriver. Be careful not to scratch or nick the trim with the tip of the screwdriver.
Slide the trim pin removal tool under the bottom, rear edge of the door panel. Pry out the trim
pin and then carefully work your way across the bottom of the door until you have removed all
the trim pins. Lift the door panel up and away from the door. If the F is equipped with power
locks and windows, disconnect the wiring harness from the lock and window switches before
pulling the panel away from the door. You can unclip the harness connectors with the pocket
screwdriver. If the mirror mounting studs are now visible, move to step five. If not, move to step
four. Use the trim pin removal tool to pop the trim away from the part of the door opposite the
mirror. Use the socket set to remove the nuts from the mirror mounting studs. If the mirror has
power accessories, disconnect the wiring harness with the pocket screwdriver now. Move to the
outside of the door and slide the mirror out of the door by pulling it away from the door. Install
the new mirror in the opposite manner. Do not forget to reinstall the nuts and reconnect the
wiring harness, if applicable. Reattach any trim and the door panel in the opposite manner in
which it was removed. Do not forget to reconnect any wiring harnesses that were disconnected
in step three. Allen Moore's career includes awards in poetry and creative fiction, published
lyrics, fiction books and nonfiction articles as well as a master certification in automotive
service from the Ford Motor Company. Moore is a contributing writer for RF Step 1 Open the
passenger door and use the socket set to remove any fasteners you may find in the door panel.
Step 2 Slide the trim pin removal tool under the bottom, rear edge of the door panel. Step 3 Lift
the door panel up and away from the door. Step 4 Use the trim pin removal tool to pop the trim
away from the part of the door opposite the mirror. Step 5 Use the socket set to remove the nuts
from the mirror mounting studs. Step 6 Move to the outside of the door and slide the mirror out
of the door by pulling it away from the door. Step 7 Install the new mirror in the opposite
manner. Step 8 Reattach any trim and the door panel in the opposite manner in which it was
removed. Clean the mirror and door panel with the glass cleaner and rag. References Ford
Parts. Socket set Pocket screwdriver Trim pin removal tool Replacement mirror Glass cleaner
and rag. Created on: Watch this video to learn how to remove and replace a broken, cracked, or
smashed side view mirror on your Ford F Brought to you by 1AAuto. Hi, I'm Mike Green. I'm one
of the owners of 1AAuto. I want to help you save time and money repairing and maintaining
your vehicle. I'm going to use my 20 plus years experience restoring and repairing cars and
trucks like this to show you the correct way to install parts from 1AAuto. The right parts
installed correctly, that's going to save you time and money. Thank you and enjoy the video. In
this video, we'll be showing you how to replace the outside mirror on this Ford F, same as any
'04 to '08 F Okay, to get the mirror off, you do have to remove your door panel. I am fast
forwarding it through right here. You can check out our other videos to see how you remove the
door panel. You might be able to pick up enough here from this footage. It is a few screws and
then you lift the door panel basically up and off. Bear with this for another few minutes and
you'll see how to do the mirror. Okay, the mirror is up in here. We're going to pull off this piece
of plastic carefully. You don't want to rip it. The harness plug is in here. You put your thumb in
there. Push that little tab down there and then pull it out. Then an 11 millimeter wrench. Take
those off. Then there's another clip holding on top. Okay, here's our broken mirror out. There
are two designs, one has this second stud in it. This one happens to be that second design but
it goes in just fine. The top here has a clip. Okay, put the mirror in. Clip it. Then lock the bolts
on. Then these should be tight but not incredibly tight, probably 20 to 25 inch pounds. This one
goes in a little further. We'll plug it in. Do a test. It works well. Now, we'll put the gasket back on
and basically what I like to do is do a reference point here, down there and just stick it all along.
Now you can put the door panel on. Okay, just like in the beginning, we're going to fast forward
through putting our door panel on. You can check out our other videos if you want to see this in
real speed. We hope this helps you out. Thank you very much and think of 1AAuto. Brought to
you by Please feel free to call us toll-free, We're the company that serves you on the internet
and in person. Orders ship same day when ordered by 2pm ET. Need your part faster? Choose
expedited shipping at checkout. Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto
parts enforced to the strictest product standards. Exceeding customers' expectations every
day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of how-to auto repair

videos specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through your repair. Our how-to
videos have helped repair over million vehicles. Track Order. Free Shipping My Cart. Proceed To
Checkout. Video Library. Share on:. Copy URL. Peel back the water shield from the side mirror
triangular panel. Unplug the wiring harness. Remove the three 11 mm nuts. Pull the mirror off,
unclipping the mirror in the process. Push the mirror into place, clipping it in. Secure the mirror
with the 11 mm nuts with your socket and ratchet. Plug in the wiring harness. Replace the
plastic water shielding. Check out our other videos for more detailed instructions. Watch video.
Tools needed for replacement: General Tools Putty Knife. Materials, Fluids, and Supplies Cloth
Rags. Shop Products. Search 1A Auto videos for your car repair. Year Save this video to my 1A
Auto Account. Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto
parts enforced to the strictest product standards. USA Customer Support Exceeding customers'
expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Instructional
Video Library Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide
you step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy. There are any number of
reasons why you may want to replace a side view mirror on your Ford F truck, but there is no
need to pay a mechanic to do it for you. Whether you need to replace a broken mirror, or
upgrade to a new style, the procedure is a relatively uncomplicated affair. While this guide
provides basic guidelines on how to replace a mirror, it cannot give exact instructions due to
the high number of F models on the roads today. If you need more information, or need to see
practical demonstrations of the steps outlined in this guide, watch the video down below. Time
required varies from model to model and your skill level, but a side view mirror replacement
should not take longer than about 45 minutes. Almost anyone with a modicum of mechanical
aptitude should be able to replace a mirror on any F truck without encountering any major
issues or problems. However, we recommend that you use an assistant to hold the door panel
steady while you disconnect the wiring on the panel. No special precautions are required
beyond making sure that you have the correct replacement mirror at hand, and that you take
some care to avoid damaging the door panel when you are removing screws, fasteners, and
trim clips. This list of required tools and equipment should cover all eventualities, but
depending on the model of the truck and type of mirror, some additional items may be required.
However, the door panels on almost all F trucks are different in the sense that their securing
screws and clips are located in different places. The image you see is from BodyShopZone. It
shows where the screws are for a Ford F Start by looking for screws in obvious places, such as
under arm rests and inside storage compartments. Some screws may be hidden from view by
small plastic trim discs or plugs that need to be pried out with a small flat-bladed screwdriver.
You may also need to remove the screws that secure trim panels under door pull handles.
Remove all securing screws and place them aside. With all screws removed, the door panel will
still be secured to the door frame by plastic clips around the edges of the panel. Slide the trim
removal tool in between the bottom edge of the panel and the door frame, and use a gentle
levering action to unseat the clips. Unseat all the clips along the bottom of the door panel,
before working your way up the sides of the panel. WARNING: The prongs of the trim removal
tool should ideally be placed on either side of the retaining clip to avoid damaging the soft
material of the door panel. If you have an assistant, let the assistant hold the door panel steady
while you reach in behind the panel to disconnect the wiring for the speakers, power windows,
and other equipment where fitted. Do not pull on the panel more than what is required to
disconnect wiring; any force at this point could break wiring, or dislodge connections in the
power window control module. You may need to use a small flat-bladed screwdriver the unseat
the securing clips on some electrical connectors, but do not use excessive force. NOTE: No two
electrical connectors in the door cavity will be the same, so there is no possibility of getting the
wiring mixed up during re-assembly. All connectors will only fit on their matching counterparts.
The nuts that secure the mirror to the door frame will now be visible, but before removing them
with a suitable socket, disconnect all the wiring leading into the mirror. Remove the securing
nuts or bolts, but do not allow the mirror to fall to the ground- it may damage the paint work on
the door on its way to the ground. Keep a firm grip on the mirror at all times. With all the
retaining nuts removed, pull the mirror away from the door and place it aside. Compare the
replacement mirror with the existing unit to confirm that it is identical in all respects, and that all
required wiring is present. If the replacement mirror incorporates a direction signal, check to
see that a bulb of the correct type is fitted. If not, fit a bulb before fitting the mirror to the door.
Fit the new mirror, connect its wiring, and replace the door panel in the exact reverse order of
removal. However, we recommend that you use an assistant to hold the door panel steady while
you re-connect the wiring. TIP: Test the new mirror to see that all adjustment controls, the
heater for the glass if fitted , and the direction signal works before you start to fasten the door
panel to the door frame. If something does not work, you will save a lot of time by merely

disconnecting the wiring, instead of having to remove all the fasteners again. Replaced mirror
on f new mirror has heat old mirror did not have heat everything else is the same mirror will
move side to side but not up and down is the wiring different. All you need are some basic
tools, some mechanical aptitude, and about an hour of free time. Time required to replace a
Ford F mirror. Is it difficult to replace a Ford F mirror? Special precautions required when
replacing a Ford F mirror No special precautions are required beyond making sure that you
have the correct replacement mirror at hand, and that you take some care to avoid damaging
the door panel when you are removing screws, fasteners, and trim clips. Equipment required to
replace a Ford F mirror This list of required tools and equipment should cover all eventualities,
but depending on the model of the truck and type of mirror, some additional items may be
required. Certain trucks are harder than others
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. Step 2: Unseat all retaining clips With all screws removed, the door panel will still be secured
to the door frame by plastic clips around the edges of the panel. Step 3: Disconnect all wiring If
you have an assistant, let the assistant hold the door panel steady while you reach in behind the
panel to disconnect the wiring for the speakers, power windows, and other equipment where
fitted. If the securing clips break, the connector may disengage due to vibration during normal
driving. Step 5: Compare the old and new mirrors. Step 6: Reassemble the door Fit the new
mirror, connect its wiring, and replace the door panel in the exact reverse order of removal.
Make sure to share this post on social media if you have found it helpful! Thank you for reading!
Radiator fan not working? Reply Ralph Earby September 19, at pm Replaced mirror on f new
mirror has heat old mirror did not have heat everything else is the same mirror will move side to
side but not up and down is the wiring different.

